A 5-DAY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM TO BE RUN 4 TIMES/YEAR
Maximum of 12 attendees per event.
The objective of this course is to train experienced trainers or consultants to deliver basic 1-day and 2-day Accredited Kanban Training
classes. Attendance at this 5-day course is required as part of the Lean-Kanban University Accredited Kanban Trainer Program.

Course Agenda
Day 1:

Teaching the basics of Kanban systems

Day 2:

Use of games and simulations

Day 3:

The System Thinking Approach for Introducing Kanban

Day 4:

Practical, pragmatic, experiential group exercises to
reinforce learning and build the practitioner’s confidence

Day 5:

Teaching models for incremental improvement and
evolutionary change:
 Theory of Profound Knowledge and SPC (Statistic Process
Control)
 Theory of Constraints; Bottlenecks and non-instant
availability
 Lean waste “muda, mura and muri” and environmental
costs
 Real Option Theory
 Cynefin and complexity

Each participant is expected to bring a case study presentation that
highlights extensive aspects of Kanban in use. Case study presentations
by participants will be spread throughout five days of the workshop and
evaluated by the trainers and other trainees.
The trainers for these workshops will be David J. Anderson and other
experienced Kanban trainers, for example, Mike Burrows and Dominica
DeGrandis.

About the Primary Trainer
David J. Anderson is a thought leader in managing
effective software teams. He leads a consulting,
training and publishing business dedicated to
developing, promoting and implementing sustainable
evolutionary approaches for management of
knowledge workers.
He has 30 years experience in the high technology
industry starting with computer games in the early
1980’s. He has led software teams delivering superior
productivity and quality using innovative Agile
methods at large companies such as Sprint and
Motorola.
David is the author of two books, Agile Management
for Software Engineering – Applying the Theory of
Constraints for Business Results, and Kanban –
Successful Evolutionary Change for your Technology
Business.
David is a founder of the Lean Kanban University, a
business dedicated to assuring quality of training in
Lean and Kanban throughout the world.
For more details please contact
David J. Anderson & Associates at
sales@djaa.com.

